
likelihood of false positives and false negatives (Burrell, 2006; Hanser, 2007b), as well as to maximize public
safety (Hanser, 2007b). According to Burrell, the “evidence suggests that staff resources and services should
be targeted at intensive and moderate- to high-risk cases, for this is where the greatest effect will be had.
Minimal contacts and services should be provided to low-risk cases” (p. 7). Burrell goes on to note that
when examining recommendations such as those presented in Table 2.1, the first reaction from most
administrators will be that many more staff will be needed to meet such recommendations. However, the
reality is that this reallocation of staff would simply shift supervision staff to higher-risk offenders and
away from those that are low risk (Burrell, 2006). It is in this manner that community supervision caseloads
can be structured to optimize overall public safety while at the same time supporting the reintegrative
aspects that serve as the basis for this text’s underlying message. In this way, public safety is maintained
as the primary focus of the agency, with treatment services and community volunteerism augmenting the
primary goal of public safety.

USING THE COMMUNITY TO IMPROVE SAFETY: 
VOLUNTEERS AND NEIGHBORHOOD PROGRAMS
Since it is community support that is perhaps most needed when implementing a reintegrative approach to
community corrections, community education is critical. Many community members may have no idea how
specific treatment needs can directly impact the likelihood of offender reintegration. Further, these same
people may not truly understand that offender recidivism as well as the future crime rate are directly impacted
by the successful rehabilitation and reintegration of the offender.

For example, many citizens may not realize that a substantial number of offenders under community
supervision are physically or mentally handicapped. Naturally, these offenders will experience difficulties
finding jobs, particularly jobs that will at least pay the bills. Add to this the stigma of being a prior offender,
and their chances in the job market are further diminished. However, employment is critical to successful
offender rehabilitation and is thus critical to lowering their likelihood of recidivism. As it turns out, this is
most often a necessary condition for offenders to remain on community supervision. Therefore, the offender,
the employing community, and the agency must all meet each other on middle ground if the employability
of offenders is to be realistically achieved. Community members and employers may not realize this and
thus may incidentally miss an opportunity to reduce crime in their locale through the rehabilitation of
offenders that would otherwise be productive.

Indeed, it is not uncommon for small business owners to be unaware of the state and federal tax incentives
offered to employers that hire offenders. Naturally, if the offender is able to secure long-term employment,
the individual will be better able to pay restitution to his or her victims and to probation departments. This
then feeds back to the restorative justice concept, itself a part of the community justice perspective of enhancing
public safety. It also means that victims and community members are stakeholders in the offender’s ability
to find gainful employment. Victims that desire compensation should therefore be supportive of efforts that
put offenders to work. Otherwise, how else can the money for restitution be raised?

The point here is that the whole process works better if the community is involved. For example, consider
a mentally challenged offender, having family involvement (if possible), with community involvement
(certain churches, big brother/big sister organizations, the YMCA, and so forth) to check on the offender,
and an employer that is able and willing to utilize such labor. The multiple forms of interconnections will
ensure that the offender is properly supervised by informal networks of community members. These informal
networks serve to ensure that the offender is conducting him- or herself in an appropriate manner and that
the offender’s likelihood of making restitution to the victim is increased. At the same time, the mentally
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